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Noise from Imperfectly Expanded Supersonic Coaxial Jets
Marco Debiasi¤ and Dimitri Papamoschou†
University of California, Irvine, Irvine, California 92697-3975
Experiments have characterized the acoustics of axisymmetric high-speed jets at a variety of Mach numbers
and velocities and at pressure-matched, overexpanded, and underexpanded conditions. The effect of an annular
secondary  ow on noise emission was also investigated. The fully expanded jet velocity ranged from 630 to 920 m/s
and the fully expanded jet Mach number ranged from 1.27 to 1.75. The secondary  ow was supplied at 400 m/s and
was designed for Mach wave elimination conditions. Imperfect expansion creates screech and broadband shock
noise. Screech is dominant in the near  eld whereas broadband shock noise affects mainly the lateral direction
of the far  eld. The secondary  ow practically eliminates the screech tones, but has little impact on broadband
shock noise. With exception of localized and weak screech tones, the far- eld spectra in the direction of peak noise
emission (aft quadrant) are insensitive on nozzle exit pressure and depend solely on the fully expanded Mach
number and velocity. Addition of the secondary  ow produces substantial noise reduction in the aft quadrant, a
consequence of Mach wave elimination, and modest noise reduction in the lateral direction, an effect attributed to
mean shear reduction. Lowering the velocity and/or Mach number of the jet enhances the bene t of the secondary
 ow by shortening the region of the principal noise sources, thus improving the coverage of that region by the
secondary  ow. Far- eld noise reductions of up to 17 dB were recorded at frequencies most relevant to aircraft
noise.

E

I.

Introduction

Recently, it was demonstrated that addition of a secondary  ow
to a supersonic jet can reduce Mach wave emission when the convective velocity of the jet eddies with respect to the secondary  ow
drops to subsonicvalues,providedthat the secondary ow eddiesare
also subsonic with respect to the ambient.16;17 This method, called
Mach wave elimination, achieved appreciable noise reduction in a
pressure-matchedjet with velocity of 920 m/s (Ref. 17). It was evident that further re nement of the method entailed better knowledge
of the acoustic  eld of the primary jet and its dependenceon nozzle
exit parameters, as well as better understanding of the interaction
of the secondary  ow with the jet. Speci cally, the effects of exit
Mach number and velocity on the noise characteristicsof single and
coaxial jets warranted examination. In addition, it was important to
assess the impact of the secondary  ow on noise sources not present
in previous experiments, namely, those arising from imperfect expansion of the jet. The present work attempts to address these issues
with the measurement of noise from a large variety of single and
coaxial jets.

FFICIENT suppression of high-speed jet noise remains an unsolved problem that has prevented wide-scale development of
supersonic transports. Supersonic jet noise consists of three main
components: turbulent mixing noise, screech tones, and broadband
shock noise.1 The latter two are associated with the shock cell system in imperfectly expanded jets. In high-speed jets, mixing noise
is dominated by Mach wave emission, which radiates in the downstreamdirectionand is causedby the supersonicconvectionof eddies
relative to their surroundingmedium. Mach wave radiationhas been
the subjectof numerousanalytical,computational,and experimental
investigations,for example, see Refs.1– 6. There is wide agreement
that Mach wave emission is a phenomenon associated with an instability wave propagating at supersonic speed. Reducing Mach wave
emission is a key challenge for making high-speed transports environmentally acceptable.7 In addition, Mach wave radiation can
induce sonic fatigue of aircraft structures;8 thus, its near- eld suppression is also important.
Screech is a discrete tone emitted by imperfectly expanded jets.
It has a signi cant upstream propagation component and, thus, can
cause damage to the engine nozzle structure.9 Screech is thought to
be generated and sustained by a resonant feedback loop that comprises the following elements: 1) sound generated by passage of
eddies through shock cells, 2) upstream propagation of the sound
toward the nozzle lip, and 3) generation of a new eddy by coupling
of the sound with the shear-layer instability.10– 12 The second component of shock-associated noise is broadband in nature and propagates in the lateral and upstream directions. Its spectral amplitude
rises rapidly with frequency to a main peak and then decreases at
higher frequencies. Broadband shock noise is believed to consist of
acoustic waves generated by supersonically convecting, coherent,
wavelike disturbances arising from the interaction of large-scale
turbulent structures with the nearly periodic shock cell system of
imperfectly expanded jets.13 – 15

II.

Flow Conditions

Experiments were conducted in a coaxial jet facility detailed in
Ref. 16. Mixtures of helium and air were supplied to a concentric nozzle arrangement shown in Fig. 1. Subscripts 1, 2, and 1
refer to the jet, secondary  ow, and ambient conditions, respectively. Two inner nozzles, of 12.7 mm exit diameter, were designed
by the method of characteristics for Mach numbers M 1 D 1:5 and
1.75. Schlieren visualizationand pitot pressure pro les at the nozzle
exit indicated no signi cant presence of shocks when the nozzles
were operated at pressure-matched conditions. The outer nozzle
had a conical convergent shape and terminated in an exit diameter
of 25.4 mm. Precisely metered mixtures of helium and air were supplied to the nozzles, which exhaustedinto ambient, still air. Helium–
air mixtures simulate adequately the density, velocity, and speed of
sound of a heated jet.18 When the mass fractions of helium and air
are regulated,thereby regulating the gas constant of the mixture, we
controlled the jet velocity at a given Mach number. The facility was
equipped with pressure transducersthat recorded the total pressures
of the jet and secondary  ow streams.
The investigative approach was to create several sets of jets, each
set having the same fully expanded velocity. Within each set we
varied the nozzle geometry and nozzle pressure ratio to generate
perfectly and imperfectly expanded jets at various Mach numbers.
Table 1 summarizes the  ow conditions. Each jet is identi ed by a
code, listed in the  rst column, which consists of a two-letter pre x
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Table 1
Case

M1

U1 ,
m/s

OE630
PM630
OE700
PM700A
PM700B
UE700
OE920
PM920

1.50
1.50
1.75
1.50
1.75
1.50
1.75
1.50

700
630
770
700
700
640
1010
920

Jet conditions

p1 = p1

M1fe

U1fe ,
m/s

0.71
1.00
0.68
1.00
1.00
1.45
0.67
1.00

1.27
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.75
1.75
1.50
1.50

630
630
700
700
700
700
920
920

D1fe ,
mm

Mc;sym

12.0
12.7
11.7
12.7
12.7
13.6
11.7
12.7

0.75
0.82
0.86
0.86
0.94
0.94
0.96
0.96

transducer characteristic and the free- eld response of the microphoneas explainedin Ref. 17. The spectra are plotted vs the Strouhal
number de ned as Sr D f D1 =U1 for PM jets and Sr D f D1fe =U 1fe
for imperfectly expanded jets.
The overall sound pressure level (OASPL) in decibel is calculated
from

Z
OASPL D 10 log10

[overexpanded (OE), pressure matched (PM), and underexpanded
(UE)] followed by the value of the fully expanded velocity in meter
per second. The following three columns provide the nozzle-exit
values of Mach number M 1 , velocity U1 , and pressure ratio p1 = p1 .
The next three columns list the values of the fully (isentropically)
expanded jet Mach number M1fe , jet velocity U1fe , and jet diameter D1fe . The last column presents the symmetric convective Mach
number M c;sym D U1fe =.a1fe C a1 /, which is a measure of the overall compressibility of the jet; its signi cance will be discussed in
Sec. V. The Reynolds number of the jet, based on its exit diameter D1 , ranged from a minimum of 2:75 £ 105 in jet OE630 to a
maximum of 5 £ 105 in jet PM700B.
The secondary  ow used in treating all of the jets had Mach
number M 2 D 0:84 and velocity U2 D 400 m/s and is identi ed by
the code C400. Coaxial jets (combinationsof jet and secondary ow)
are identi ed by the jet code and secondary  ow code, for example,
PM920-C400. The thrust of the secondary  ow is equal to the thrust
of the M 1 D 1:5 perfectly expanded jets, and its mass  ow rate is 1.7
times that of case PM700A. All of the coaxial jets satisfy the Mach
wave elimination criteria of Ref. 16.

III.

Sound Measurement

Noise measurementswere conductedinside an anechoicchamber
using a 18 -in. condensermicrophone(Brüel and Kjær 4138) with frequency responseof 150 kHz. The microphonesignalwas sampled at
400 kHz, and the power spectrumof each recordwas computedusing
a 512-point fast Fourier transform. The microphone was mounted
on an arm, which pivoted around an axis passing through the center
of the jet exit. This arrangement enabled sound measurement at a
variety of radial r and polar µ positions, with r ranging from 0.038
to 1.52 m and µ ranging from 20 to 100 deg, measured counterclockwise from the jet axis. For a detailed description of this setup
the reader is referred to Ref. 17.
Central to our measurements is the spectrum of sound pressure
level (SPL), in decibel per hertz, obtained from the relation
SPL. f / D 10 log10 S. f /
where f is frequency and S. f / is the power spectrum of p 0 = pref ,
with p 0 the pressure  uctuation and pref D 20 ¹Pa the commonly
used reference pressure. The power spectrum is corrected for the

S. f / d f
0

where the upper limit of the integrationis dictated by the frequency
response of the microphone. Even though OASPL describes the total sound intensityat a given point, it is very inadequateas a measure
of perceived noise. Sounds with the same OASPL can have variations of up to 17 dB in perceived noise depending on their spectral
content.19 For this reason, we compute another signi cant quantity,
which is the value of the SPL spectrum at f D 100 kHz, denoted
SPL 100-kHz . When it is considered that the diameter of our jet is
50– 100 times smaller than the typical exhaust diameter of a supersonic engine, a frequency of 100 kHz measured in our experiment
corresponds to a frequency range of 1000– 2000 Hz in a full-scale
engine, that is, the frequency range of maximum annoyance to humans, which is weighed heavily in perceived noise metrics.19 The
100-kHz component (in decibel) is de ned here as the average spectral value of the bandwidth 100 § 13 kHz,

"

Fig. 1 Coaxial nozzle arrangement; nozzle diameters: D1 = 12:7 and
D2 = 25:4 mm.

150 kHz

SPL 100-kHz D 10 log10

1
1f

Z

f 0 C 1 f =2

#

S. f / d f

f 0 ¡ 1 f =2

with f 0 D 100 kHz and 1 f D 26 kHz. In addition to the SPL 100-kHz
metric, we also computed the A-weighted, 13 -octave spectrum,
which is used widely in industryfor assessmentof perceivednoise.19
The conversionof the narrowbandspectra to the so-calleddBA scale
is outlined in Ref. 17. For subscale experiments such as ours, it entails an assumption about the size of the actual engine exhaust.
Because this work focuses more on the physics of sound emission
than on design of engine con gurations, we will show dBA spectra
only for selected cases.
Atmospheric absorptionhas modest impact on the spectral shapes
and affects only the high frequencies. At f D 100 kHz, absorption
has negligible effect on the near- eld SPL and an impact of at most
2.5 dB on the far- eld SPL (assuming a relative humidity of 40%,
which is largest value recorded inside our anechoic chamber). It
is not a signi cant correction as far as the scope of this work is
concerned, and so it has not been applied to the spectra presented
here.
All of the noise data are corrected to equal thrust by using the
geometric scaling outlined in Ref. 17. For given exhaust conditions,
the sound intensity at a  xed point scales directly with D 2 (Ref. 20).
The nozzle thrust also scales with D 2 . The equal-thrust correction
entails scaling up or down the diameter of a given jet so that its thrust
matches that of a reference jet, in this case PM920. The corrected
sound intensity is, thus, the actual sound intensity divided by the
thrust ratio between this jet and the reference jet.

IV.

Results

This section will focus on a description of the noise spectra in
two key directions: peak noise emission and lateral. The direction
of peak emission is de ned as the direction of maximum OASPL; it
always occurred in the aft quadrant at an angle µ D µpeak , dependent
primarily on the jet velocity. The lateral direction is de ned here
as µ D 100 deg, which is the largest polar angle achievable with
the present microphone setup; it is the direction in which screech
and broadbandnoise are most dominant. For brevity, we will present
only selectedspectrathat are representativeof the trends observedin
all of the cases. Summary values (far- eld OASPL and SPL 100-kHz
in two directions) for all of the jets are given in Table 2. Table 2
includes the prediction of the actual convective Mach number M c
of the jet eddies with respect to their surrounding medium: ambient
for single jets and secondary  ow for coaxial jets. The value of M c
for secondary  ow C400, with respect to the ambient, was 0.70.
The convective Mach number was calculated using the empirical
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Table 2

Far- eld noise data
µ D 100 deg

µ D µpeak
Case

M1fe

U1fe

Mc

OASPL, dB

SPL100-kHz , dB

OASPL, dB

SPL100- kHz , dB

OE630
OE630-C400
PM630
PM630-C400
OE700
PM700A
OE700-C400
PM700A-C400
UE700
PM700B
UE700-C400
PM700B-C400
OE920
PM920
OE920-C400
PM920-C400

1.27
1.27
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

630
630
630
630
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
920
920
920
920

1.31
0.24
1.06
0.26
1.54
1.54
0.32
0.32
1.66
1.66
0.35
0.35
1.82
1.82
0.63
0.63

125.81
126.64
129.63
131.13
132.57
132.67
128.41
129.71
134.60
133.71
132.15
131.11
133.98
134.96
130.64
130.09

58.97
41.08
63.84
50.46
67.24
68.04
54.62
55.13
71.83
71.40
68.02
67.01
69.92
69.93
63.79
62.91

111.26
111.47
114.14
119.91
118.17
115.21
117.24
116.48
122.87
116.99
120.37
116.09
119.33
118.50
116.85
117.54

55.73
48.02
57.44
57.09
59.79
58.52
57.65
56.91
64.72
60.56
61.29
58.19
62.47
59.65
58.55
59.23

Fig. 2 Near- eld spectra in the direction of peak emission for M1fe = 1:5
and U1fe = 700 m/s: a) OE700 and OE700-C400 and b) PM700A and
PM700A-C400.

Fig. 3 Near- eld spectra in the direction of peak emission for M1fe =
1.75 and U1fe = 700 m/s: a) UE700 and UE700-C400 and b) PM700B and
PM700B-C400.

relationsoffered in Ref. 21, which are based on direct measurements
of M c in compressible jets and shear layers.

is seen in the PM jet (Fig. 3b). The mid-to-high-frequency noise
components were reduced by about 20 dB in both the UE and PM
jets.
The spectra of higher speed jets, cases OE920 and PM920, are
shown in Fig. 4. Notable is the absence of screech tones in the OE jet
OE920; this agreeswith the  nding by Krothapalliand Strykowski22
and Krothapalliet al.23 that the loss of axisymmetric coherence with
increasing jet temperature (decreasing density) weakens the feedback loop that sustains screech, thereby reducing or eliminating the
screech tones. The spectra of OE920 and PM920 are, thus, virtually
identical. However, the spectrum of the coaxial jet OE920-C400
presents an unusual knee at Sr D 1:0 with no further reduction of
the higher frequency components. This result, obtained consistently
when repeating our measurement, needs further investigation to be
explained.

Direction of Peak Emission
Near-Field Spectra

We compare jets with same fully expanded velocity and Mach
number but different exit pressure ratios. The effect of secondary
 ow C400 on each of those jets is described. Figure 2 presents the
near- eld spectra of OE and PM jets at same fully expanded Mach
number M1fe D 1:5 and velocity U1fe D 700 m/s (cases OE700 and
PM700A). When the spectra of OE700 and PM700A are compared,
we note that overexpansion produces a screech tone at Sr D 0:25.
The secondary  ow eliminates the screech tone and lowers the spectrum substantially,by as much as 20 dB, in the mid-to-high frequencies. The spectrum of OE700-C400 displays a broad peak centered
at Sr D 0:15, which has the appearance of broadband shock noise
but whose source is not clear. A similar peak will show up in several other cases and will be discussed later. In the PM case PM700A
(Fig. 2b), additionof the secondary ow reduces the spectralcomponents above Sr D 0:5 by roughly the same amount as in OE700, but
the low-frequency peak was ampli ed. Figure 3 shows UE and PM
jets at equal fully expanded Mach number M1fe D 1:75 and velocity
U1fe D 700 m/s (cases UE700 and PM700B). With exception of the
screech tone of UE700, the spectra of UE700 and PM700B are otherwise quite similar. As in the cases examined earlier, the secondary
 ow suppresses the screech tone but introduces a broader peak of
roughly the same amplitude as the screech tone. A comparable peak

Far-Field Spectra

The far- eld spectra of cases OE700 and PM700A are practically identical, as shown in Figs. 5a and 5b. The same holds for the
spectra of the coaxial jets OE700-C400 and PM700A-C400 also
shown in Figs. 5a and 5b. At Sr D 0:25, the OE jet OE700 presents
a small remnant of the screech tone noted in the near  eld. The
tone vanishes with application of the secondary  ow. The noise
reduction at the higher frequencies reaches 13 dB for Sr > 1, an
effect of Mach wave elimination. The far- eld spectra of higher
Mach number jets UE700 and PM700B (shown in Fig. 6) are also
very similar. This suggests that the far- eld noise is insensitive on
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Fig. 4 Near- eld spectra in the direction of peak emission for M1fe = 1:5
and U1fe = 920 m/s: a) OE920 and OE920-C400 and b) PM920 and
PM920-C400.

Fig. 7 Far- eld spectra in the direction of peak emission for M1fe = 1:5
and U1fe = 920 m/s: a) OE920 and OE920-C400 and b) PM920 and
PM920-C400.

Fig. 5 Far- eld spectra in the direction of peak emission for M1fe = 1:5
and U1fe = 700 m/s: a) OE700 and OE700-C400 and b) PM700A and
PM700A-C400.

Fig. 8 Far- eld spectra in the direction of peak emission for U1fe =
630 m/s: a) OE630 and OE630-C400 (M1fe = 1:27) and b) PM630 and
PM630-C400 (M1fe = 1:5).

Fig. 6 Far- eld spectra in the direction of peak emission for M1fe = 1:75
and U1fe = 700 m/s: a) UE700 and UE700-C400 and b) PM700B and
PM700B-C400.

the  ow condition at the nozzle exit, in agreement with the recent
 ndings of Tam24 that the characteristics of the jet at the nozzle
exit have very small in uence on the far- eld noise components
generated by the large turbulent structures of the  ow. Comparing the coaxial jets of Figs. 5 and 6, it is evident that the ability
of the secondary  ow to reduce Mach wave emission is weakened
with increasing jet Mach number. This is believed to be a consequence of the elongation of the Mach wave emitting region of the
jet with increasing M 1fe , an effect that will be elaborated upon in
Sec. V.
The far- eld spectra of higher velocity cases OE920 and PM920
are shown in Fig. 7. As in the preceding cases, the similarity of the
corresponding spectra support the concept that the far- eld noise is
independent of the degree of expansion at the nozzle exit. Application of the secondary  ow to these jets reduced the high-frequency
spectral components by 7 dB. A  nal comparison is made between the lower speed jets OE630 and PM630, shown in Fig. 8.
In contrast to the earlier comparisons, the fully expanded Mach
number was not the same in these two cases: It equaled 1.50 in
PM630 and 1.27 in OE630. The purpose of this comparison is to
illustrate the strong effect of jet Mach number (at  xed jet velocity) on the noise emission and its suppression using a secondary
 ow. The spectrum of OE630 is about 5 dB lower than that of
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Fig. 9 A-weighted spectra of cases OE630 and OE630-C400 scaled for
a jet diameter of 1 m.

PM630. At Sr D 2:0, the noise reduction using the secondary  ow
is 12 dB for PM630-C400 and 17 dB for OE630-C400. The combined bene t of lowering the jet Mach number from 1.50 to 1.27
is around 10 dB. See Sec. V for a more detailed discussion of this
effect.
An overall assessment of the effects of the fully expanded values
of velocity and Mach number on the far- eld peak noise emission
can be obtained by comparing Figs. 5 – 8, as well as the noise values listed in Table 2. The spectral peaks decline with decreasing
U1fe , although this drop is marginal. The secondary  ow was most
effective in reducing the noise of jets with fully expanded velocity
700 and 630 m/s, producing a drop of around 13 dB at the mid- and
high frequencies. Higher speed jets had a long Mach wave emitting
region and so this particular secondary  ow had dif culty eliminating Mach waves far from the exit. Even more important is the
effect of the fully expanded Mach number, a point already raised in
discussing Fig. 6. It will be shown in Sec. V that decreasing the jet
Mach number at  xed velocity reduces the length of the Mach wave
emitting region of the jet. This reduces the noise emitted by the jet
and enhances the ability of the secondary  ow to eliminate Mach
waves.
For a preliminary assessment of the perceived noise reduction
associated with the spectra of Fig. 8b, we processed the spectra of
cases OE630 and OE630-C400 into the A-weighted, 13 -octave metric assuming an engine exhaust diameter of 1 m (scale-up factor
of 80). The A-weighted spectra, shown in Fig. 9, are fairly  at, in
contrast with the narrowband SPL spectra, which drop rapidly with
increasingfrequency.Even thoughapplicationof the secondary ow
reduces little the peak of the narrowband spectrum, it reduces substantially, by around 12 dBA, the peak of the A-weighted spectrum.
We present these A-weighted spectra not as a quantitative prediction of aircraft noise, but rather to illustrate the dramatic change in
interpretation of noise data when the element of human perception
is included.
Lateral Direction
Near-Field Spectra

We now focus on the lateral and slightly forward direction,
µ D 100 deg, where screech and broadband shock noise are more
signi cant. We examine OE and PM jets with M1fe D 1:5 and U1fe D
700 m/s. Figure 10 presents the near  eld of these jets, without and
with secondary ow. The OE single jet OE700 exhibits a very strong
screech tone at Sr D 0:25 followed by a lower broadband peak. Application of the secondary  ow effectively removes this tone, but
introduces a broadband peak whose amplitude is comparable with
that of the broadband noise of the single jet. This spectral feature
of the coaxial jet was noted earlier in the near- eld spectra in the
direction of peak noise emission. The PM jet PM700A shows minor peaks at Sr D 0.25– 0.4, possibly resulting from a slight nozzle
pressure mismatch. The broadband tone associated with application of the secondary  ow is of roughly the same amplitude as in
OE700 and exceeds the spectral peak of PM700A by about 5 dB. At
Sr > 0:5, the spectra of OE700 and PM700A are similar. For both
jets, applicationof the secondary ow produces a uniform reduction
of these spectral components by 6 dB.

Fig. 10 Near- eld spectra in the lateral direction for M1fe = 1:5 and
U1fe = 700 m/s: a) OE700 and OE700-C400 and b) PM700A and
PM700A-C400.

Fig. 11 Near- eld spectra in the lateral direction for M1fe = 1:75
and U1fe = 700 m/s: a) UE700 and UE700-C400 and b) PM700B and
PM700B-C400.

The spectra of UE and PM jets at M1fe D 1:75 and U1fe D 700 m/s
are presented in Fig. 11. The trends are similar to those of Fig. 10,
that is, the secondary ow removes the screech tone but introduces a
broadband peak. In the PM case PM700B, however, the secondary
 ow does not produce any appreciable spectral peak. The higher
frequency components of these jets are nearly alike with a uniform noise bene t of about 7 dB with application of the secondary
 ow.
Far-Field Spectra

Figure 12 shows the far- eld spectra of OE700 and PM700A. The
OE jet (Fig. 12a) presents a clear broadband peak. The reduction of
this noise component with secondary  ow is minimal, and the most
noticeable change is a decrease of the broadband peak frequency, a
result consistent with previous analysis by Krothapalli et al.23 and
Tam.25 Addition of the secondary  ow to the PM jet produces a
broadband peak at Sr D 0:5, a problem already observed for the
same jet in the near  eld. Note, however, that this noise peaks at
Sr D 0:25 in the near  eld. If it comes from the same source, this
suggests that the source is a convecting one. Addition of the secondary  ow had minimal bene t on the higher frequency components.Similar resultsare seen in Fig. 13 for jets UE700 and PM700B,
that is, minimal impact of the secondary  ow on the broadband
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Fig. 12 Far- eld spectra in the lateral direction for M1fe = 1:5 and
U1fe = 700 m/s: a) OE700 and OE700-C400 and b) PM700A and
PM700A-C400.

Fig. 14 Evolution of lateral spectra with radial distance for M1fe = 1:27
and U1fe = 630 m/s: a) OE630 and b) OE630-C400.

Fig. 15 Maximum value of dBA spectrum vs polar angle for cases
OE630 and OE630-C400.

Fig. 13 Far- eld spectra in the lateral direction for M1fe = 1:75 and
U1fe = 700 m/s: a) UE700 and UE700-C400 and b) PM700B and
PM700B-C400.

noise and small reduction of the mid- and high-frequency spectral
components. Note the absence of tones in PM700B-C400, consistent with the near- eld result of Fig. 11b.
Figure 14 presents the evolution of lateral spectra with radial distance for cases OE630 and OE630-C400. In Fig. 14a, we observe
a strong broadband peak in the near  eld, which widens and shifts
to higher frequencies with increasing distance from the nozzle. The
secondary  ow lowers the broadband peak in the near  eld, but
has little effect on the broadband peak at larger distances. Comparison of Figs. 14a and 14b indicates that, as already observed,
applicationof the secondary  ow decreases the broadband peak frequency, especially in the far  eld. In addition, the broadband peak
becomes narrower, in accordance with the trend found by Krothapalli et al.23 and by Tam.25 Application of the secondary  ow to this
lower Mach number jet produces a substantial reduction of the midto-high-frequency components. The far- eld bene t in this case is
about 10 dB, much better than that observed in Figs. 12 and 13 for
higher Mach number jets. This is believedto be a consequenceof the
enhanced ability of the secondary  ow to cover jets with a shorter
potential core.
We conclude our description of far- eld noise by showing the
overall effect of the secondary  ow on perceived noise. Figure 15
shows the variation of perceived noise, quanti ed as the maximum

value of the far- eld dBA spectrum, with polar angle for cases
OE630 and OE630-C400. A scale-up factor of 80 was used in computing the dBA spectra. The purpose of Fig. 15 is to show that
secondary  ow is bene cial at all of the polar angles covered in this
study and that, therefore, there are no undesirable side effects from
its application. Similar behavior was observed for the other cases
investigated here.

V.

Discussion

The study has identi ed three principal phenomena that warrant
further discussion: 1) the effect of jet Mach number on the noise of
the single jet and on noise suppression using a secondary  ow, 2)
the removal of screech tones with applicationof the secondary  ow,
and 3) the occasional emission of a broadband tone with application
of the secondary  ow.
Correlations of jet noise with engine operating parameters (for
example, see Fig. 7.7 of Ref. 26) emphasize the effect of jet exhaust velocity but tend to ignore the effect of jet Mach number.
The results of this paper show that the jet Mach number can have
an in uence similar to or greater than that of jet velocity on noise
emission of supersonic jets. This effect is attributed mainly to the
growth rate reduction with increasing M 1 at a  xed U1 (for simplicity, the analysis that follows considers PM jets but can be easily
extended to imperfectly expanded jets by replacing the nozzle-exit
 ow parameters with the corresponding fully expanded parameters). The growth rate reduction is due to the density effect and to
the compressibilityeffect, both strong functionsof M1 . Speci cally,
the growth rate of a one-stream shear layer (simulating the edge of
a single jet) can be expressed as27

¡

±0 D C 1 C

p

¢

½1 =½1 f .Mc;sym /

(1)
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where C is a constant that depends on the de nition of thickness
and f .M c;sym / describes the stabilizing effect of the symmetric convective Mach number Mc;sym , an overall measure of shear-layer
compressibility.For a single jet, Mc;sym is
Mc;sym D U1 =.a1 C a1 / D M1 =[1 C M1 .a1 =U1 /]

(2)

where the last equality describes explicitly the dependence of
Mc;sym on M1 at  xed U1 . The stabilizing effect of Mc;sym can be
approximated28 as
2

f .Mc;sym / ¼ 0:25 C 0:75e¡3Mc;sym

(3)

When the de nition of the speed of sound a 2 D ° p=½ is used, and
the small variation of ° between jet and freestream is neglected in
our experiments, the density ratio factor in Eq. (1) takes the form
.U1 =a1 /.1=Mc;sym /. The growth rate becomes

¡

2

±0 D C.U 1 =a1 /1=M c;sym 0:25 C 0:75e ¡3Mc;sym

¢

(4)

which, combined with Eq. (2), describes the stabilizing effect of M1
on the near- eld jet growth rate. It is reasonable to assume that the
length of the Mach-wave-emitting region of the jet (as well as the
length of all of the other signi cant noise sources) scales with the
inverse of the growth rate. As an example, Eqs. (2) and (4) show that
reducing the jet Mach number from 1.50 to 1.27, (correspondingto
cases PM630 and OE630, respectively) increases the growth rate
by 22%. This implies that the length of the noise-emitting region
of the jet is reduced by the order of 20%, which likely accounts for
OE630 being about 5 dB quieter than PM630. More important, in
the case of coaxial jets, the secondary  ow covers a larger portion
of the noise-source region of the primary  ow, giving the improved
bene t evident in Fig. 8b for the direction of peak emission and
in Fig. 14b for the lateral direction. The bene t in the direction
of peak emission is attributed to the more complete elimination of
Mach waves, especially those born near the end of the potential
core. The bene t in the lateral direction, which was most noticeable
in case OE630, could be due to the reduction in mean shear, which
weakens the strength of the large eddies. According to Tam,24  nescale noise, which is prominent in the lateral direction, is associated
with small-scale turbulence, which in turn is produced by the larger
structures near the end of the potential core.
The model presentedhere pertains to single jets. It tries to explain
why a single jet at  xed velocity becomes noisier as the Mach number increases. It is also describes the degree of dif culty in covering
the Mach wave emitting region by a secondary  ow. A comprehensive model for the mean  ow development of coaxial jets should
include the effect of the secondary  ow, which can reduce substantially the growth rate. This effect, however, is very complex and
warrants a parametric investigation, which is beyond the scope of
this study. Such investigation, is underway in our laboratory and
preliminary results are already available.29
The removal of the screech tones with application of the Mach
0.84 secondary  ow is probably the result of the cutoff in upstream
communication between the shock cells and the lip of the jet nozzle.
This destroysthe feedback loop thought to be responsiblefor generation of screech. Because the secondary  ow is subsonic,the shocks
in the jet plume are totally re ected from the interface between jet
and secondary  ow, that is, stationary shocks cannot exist inside the
secondary  ow stream. This means that the secondary  ow cannot
produce screech noise; therefore, receptivity at the secondary  ow
nozzle lip is inconsequential.
The broadband peaks caused by application of the secondary
 ow, which were prominent in certain cases but absent in others,
are very perplexing. A possible explanation is the slight convergence of the secondary  ow stream at the nozzle exit plane (the
secondary  ow duct had a mean taper of 7.7 deg at the exit plane).
This could compress locally the supersonicjet resultingin formation
of shocks/expansions in an otherwise PM jet, or in modi cation of
the shock cell structure in imperfectly expanded jets. Depending on
the jet Mach number and degree of over/underexpansion,this effect
may be more or less pronounced. For instance, it seems to be less
noticeable in OE jets, whose inward-tiltingexit  ow is more aligned

with the convergentouter  ow. The frequencyincrease of the broadband peaks with increasing distance in the lateral direction, noted
in the discussion of Fig. 12b, suggests a Doppler effect, that is, a
moving source embedded either in the jet or in the secondary ow. If
nozzle geometry is the culprit, then this problem can be  xed easily
by setting a parallel secondary  ow at the nozzle exit. We hope to
test this hypothesis in the near future.

VI.

Conclusions

The noise characteristics of perfectly and imperfectly expanded,
low-density supersonic jets were studied with microphone surveys
of the near and far  elds. Application of a high-subsonicsecondary
 ow at conditionsdesignedto preventemission of Mach waves from
the jet was also investigated.This is a summary of the main  ndings:
1) The far- eld, peak noise emission is virtually independent of
nozzle pressure ratio and depends solely on the fully expanded values of jet Mach number and jet velocity. This holds for both single
and coaxial jets.
2) Decreasing the fully expanded jet Mach number at  xed jet
velocity reduces the length of the noise-emitting region of the jet,
producing a quieter jet and enhancing the ability of the secondary
 ow to further attenuate the jet noise.
3) In the direction of peak emission, application of the secondary
 ow reduces signi cantly the near- and far- eld spectral components in the mid-to-high-frequency region. Far- eld noise reductions of up to 17 dB were measured at Sr > 0:5.
4) In the lateral direction, imperfectly expanded jets show distinctive low-frequency screech and broadband tones. Addition of
the secondary  ow removes the screech tones—an effect attributed
to the destruction of the feedback loop that maintains screech—but
produces little bene t on the broadband noise. The secondary  ow
attenuatesmoderatelythe mid-to-high-frequencycomponentsin the
lateral direction; reduction of mean shear is believed to be the cause
of this attenuation.
5) Addition of the secondary  ow to certain jets caused a broad,
low-frequency spectral peak in the lateral direction. The origin of
this peak is not completelyunderstoodbut may be tied to the speci c
duct geometry of the secondary  ow stream.
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